
An impression of ‘Losing Control’
1st May, 18.30-21.30 (Ocean Studios), 2nd May 9.30-16.30 (Devonport Guildhall)



At Ocean Studios, RIO and 
POP+ hosted an evening to 
‘chew the fat' together,

connect and pave the way for 
deeper more meaningful 
conversations to take place the 
next day…

https://www.oceanstudios.org.uk/
http://www.realideas.org/
https://www.plymouthoctopus.org/


Ready for 110 delegates from across 
the UK to ‘Explore, Apply, Act & 
Challenging Differently’ in the realm of 
collaborative finance-by-design.

#losingcontrol #radicalfinance



How can funders (investors, grant makers, commissioners, philanthropists) work together, 
and with potential providers, to create a collaborative-by-design system of finance? 



Matt Bell introducing the day and 
Dawn Plimmer from Collaborate 
CIC giving an overview of 

‘Exploring the New World: Practical Insights for 

Funding, Commissioning and Managing in Complexity’.

https://collaboratecic.com/
https://collaboratecic.com/exploring-the-new-world-practical-insights-for-funding-commissioning-and-managing-in-complexity-20a0c53b89aa


Explore Differently: Exploring 
provocative statements to stimulate 
creative thinking throughout the day

#1 - Accountability for delivering 
results cannot exist in complex 
environments

#2 - More participation and diversity 
always makes better decision making

#3 - By not aligning funds, funders are 
actively choosing poor outcomes 

#4 - Managing performance by 
outcomes perpetuates harm



Some of the key findings of exploring the

#littleheresies, shaping the next round of…



Apply Differently: Reflecting on the 
implications of the ‘little heresies’ for 
practice

• Sam Magne – Can we structure social investment to 
incentivise positive system behaviours? 

• Clare Fitzgerald – What are the implications for how 
we think about accountability and understanding 
social impact? 

• Frances Northrop - Views of Investment 

• Hannah Alcock - When and why do funders 
collaborate/not collaborate? 

• Gareth Hart- Income generation for sustainability.



Getting this engaged and buzzing audience to go into the PM…



Act Differently:



Challenge
Differently

Key areas of action that arose at the end of the day:

• Working around specific challenges with funders 
and commissioners to design new ways of working. 

• Connecting with others who are trying to think 
differently. 

• Working on how we evaluate and learn in a 
meaningful way. 

• Developing capacities in order to work differently 
together, across mission & organisation.



Massive thanks to you all who contributed to making this 

evening & day event possible!

Please note down Thursday 11th July (Exeter) as the next 

SIMPL regional gathering. We will be sharing our 

learning as a partnership and looking forward to what is 

to come.


